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To: Dennis Rathbun

From: Clay Sell

RE: Dennis-Enclosed is tomorrow' testimony of the Union of
Concerned Scientists' David Lochbaum before the Senate
Appropriations Committee, Clay would appreciate it if you could review
it and provide him your comments by tomorrow morning.

Thanks,
Tammy Perrin (202) 224-9145
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U nion of Testimony on Nuclear Plant
Concerned Security before the Senate.
S cSentS . Committee on APpropriations

Ciuzans and e 5s -nmiwr S.Ufti.

On behalf of the Union of Concered Scientists (UCS), it s my pleasure to appear before this
:Committ e about homeland security as it relates to defending nuclear power plants from
terrorist attack. We believe the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) would- work more
effectively with States and localites if it (a) resumed security tests at nuclear power plants, (b)-
communicated responsibly to the public about nuclear plant security, and (c) restored public
access to emergency planning inf6rmaion.

* My name is Daid Lochbaum. After obtining a degree in nuclear engineering from The
University of TEnnessee in 1979, 1 spent more-than 17 years. in private industry, most of that
time at operating nuclear pwer plants in Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Kansas, New Jersey.
and Pennsylvania. I haebeen the Nuclear Safety.Engineer for UCS since October 1996. UCS,

* established in 1969 as a non-profit, public interest group, seeks to ensure hat all people have
clear air, energy and transportation, as well as fodd'that is produced in a safe 'and sustainable
manner. UCS has worked on nuclear plant safety issues for nearly 30 years..

* Nuclear plant security has. been- one of our key issues in recent years.' During my testimony on
May 8, 2001,. about the future of nuclear ower before the Clean Air, Wetlands, Private
Property,. and Nuclear Safety Subcommittee of the Senae-- Committee on Environment and

'Public Works, I presented the following views:

* * Nuclear Plant Security
The NRC's handling of physical security at riuclear reactrs is another. example of
-regulatory ineffectveness. The NRC began force-rn-force tests of security preparedness
at nuclear. power plants in the early 1990s. These tests pit a handfu of simulated

* intruders- against a plant's' hysical defenses and squadrons of armed security
personnel. 'By 1998, these. tests had revealed significant security weaknesses in about

* 47 percent of the plants tested:. The 'NRC quietly discontinued the testing, but the
* ensuing public outrage. forced the'agency to re-institute the tests. Since the tests have

been resumed, about 47 percnt of the plants cohtinue to have significant security flaWs
revealed. Last year [200], force-on-force test at -th Waterford plarit in Louisiana and
the Quad Cities plant in.lllinois demonstrated serious :security problents that warranted
extensive repairs and upgrades. The owner of the Waterford spent more than $2 million

fixing its inadeqfate security system. -'

Having bee'foiled in' its attempt to secretl deep-six the 'security.tests the agency

resorted to Plan B in wvhich 'they Will allow the plant'owners to .cbnduct the tests
.themselves; grade the tests themselves and simply mail' in the scores-virtually
'guaranteed to be high marks-to the NRC: f'someone.like Timothy McVeigh.drve to a

_ ;->, , nuclear power plant with intentions of causing harm, the people.living near that 'plant
would better protected by security scoring 85 percent on a real test than 100 or even '110
.percent -on an open-book, take-h6me, self:scored 'test. The public deserves and must

; get that better protection than.that provided by artificially inflated ecurity test scores.
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We thought a year ago that plant owners conducting their security tests was a bad idea. To our
.onstemation, the NRC developed an even worse idea. On Septeniber 10, 2002, the NRC had
.plans for .fourteen security tests-at nuclear plant sites. Six of these tests would have been
administered by the NRC while eight of these tests would have been run by the plant owners
and audited by the NRC. Shortly after September -11, the: NRC cancelled all the tests. We
understand and fully appreciate that the events of September 11 forced the security staffs at
NRC and nuclear power plants across the nation to initially avoid anything that might distract'
them. But seven months have passed and the NRC still has no firm plans to resume the tests.

* One of the last, if not the very last, security tests conducted demonstrates why testing must be
reinstated. NRC security specialists went to the .Vermont Yankee nuclear plant in August 2001

* for an.Operational Safeguards Readiness Evaluation (OSRE). The NRC inspectors discovered
potential vulnerabilities in the pant's strategies for responding to attacks. Two of the four
exercises run to test the response strategies confirmed the suspected vulnerabilities. The NRC
determined this finding to be significant "because response strategy weaknesses found during
the conduct.of the OSRE were considered generally predictable, repeatable and indicative of a

* broad programmatic problem."'

It is unfortunate tiat a "broad programmatic problem affecting security was detected at this
nuclear plant. But it would be far more unfortunate for such a "broad programmatic problem" to
remain undetected at this or any other nuclear plant. The importance of detecting problems is
embodied in this NRC statement to the plants owner

"Upon. identification of the finding, your staff established immediate compensatory
* measures. These were aken to assure:the. security program was adequate .while.
necessary longer tefrn corrective actions are implemented. Before -leaving the.site [on
August. 23, :our inspection staff determined that the security program at Vermont
Yankee was sound, an "importarit step given the current threat environment The
* iaintenance of the completed. compensatory measures were confirmed by a NRC
-Security Specialist on September 27, 2001 2

-The NRC does riot leave a nuclear plant site after an OSRE unless adeqUate security has been
demonstrated or appropriate compensatory measures have been put in place.

The NRC began testing security with OSRE or OSRE-like tests in 1991. Approximately half of
. Ihe 80-plus tests conducted. sirce then have revealed serious security problems. Given that
. perforrnance has been fairly corsistent over the years, it is not overly speculative to. assume
that approximately seven of the fourteen tests planned for fiscal year '2002 Would have rvealed.
serious security problems. Bul-none of'those tests.have been run which means that no security
problems have been found. More importantly, it means that no security problems have been
fixed. The NRC must get back to the business of finding and fxing nuclear plant security
problems.

-* . .LLmtter dated March 25,2002, from Hubert J. Mille, Regioaal Administrator, Nuclear Regulatory
Commission; to Michael A. Baiduzi, Senior.Vice Prsident an'd Chief Nuclear Officer, Vernont Yankee
N-uclear Power Corporation, Final Significance Determination for a-Yellow. Findings at the Vermont

- Yankee Generating Station (NRC Inspection Report 50-g7110-01 0)." (Attachment I to this testimony)
2 Letter dated November 28,2001, from Wayne D. Lanning, Director - Division nf Reactor Safety, Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, to Michael A. Balduzzi, Senior-Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer,.
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, 'Vermont Yankee Generating Station - NRC Inspection

- Report50-271/01-010." (Attahment2to.this.testimony)
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In addition to the nestimable benefit of fixing security problems, the tests also provide the NRC
with its best communication vehicles. State and local authorities face difficult decisions when

* ' allocating resources for protection. Those decisions would be aided by knowledge that the NRC
recentJy tested security at nuclear plants within their jurisdictions. The tests would also help the
NRC communicate with the public about nuclear plant security. As evidenced by Attachment 2;
the NRC publicly rereases "big picture" information following nuclear plant security tests. The
'nuts and bolts" details are not publicly disseminated but are communicated clearly to the plant
owner. The public is more likely to be reassured by a single test demonstrating adequate
security than a thousand press releases proclaiming nuclear plants to be "hardened targets."

The NRC needs to do a better job of' communicating to the public about nuclear plant security.
The agency has remained virtually silent on an issue troubling rmany Americans. We are not
advocating that the NRC divutge explicit details about nuclear plant security. Rather, we believe
the NRC should follow the model of the recent Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. To reassure
people planning to attend the games, there was extensive media coverage beforehand about
security preparations. Reporters accompanied security details patrolling empty pavilions with
bomb-sniffing dogs and prowled with surveillance teams using infra-red detection equipment.
lis approach provided enough security information to reassure an anxious public without

* - giving too much inforrnation to anyone seeking to disirupt the games. It was. a pro-active,
responsible way to balance the public's right-to-know with'the secunrity specialist's concept of
need-to-know.

The NRC hould emulate the. success. of the Olympic Games model by responsibly releasing
information on nuclear plant security. Fr exanple, there Were numerous media .accounts
:shortly after September 11 about. citizens and- local offTcials driving past unlocked and
unmanned security.gates onto the'grounds of nuclear power plants in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and
Maine. The public.was understandably apprehersive after reading these- arties. The NRC
chose not to allay the publics' concems by pointing out that nuclear plants areringed by two of
gates - outer gates for convenience-and inner gates for security - and the inner security gates
at'the facilities were always rilanned. and locked. The NRCs inforrnation vacuum' may have
forced Governors of several. states to dispatch National Guardsmen. toj.augrnent perimeter
security at nuclear plant sites. The National Guard deployment did not hurt nuclear plant.
security. -But it represented an undue 'burden on .states' resources if responsible public
communications on the part of the NRC had assuaged the public's c6ncems.

Our final example of information withheld by the agency that the public has both a ght-to-know
and a' need-t6know involves erergency planning. The Three Mile Island nuclear accident in
1979 reinforced the importance of emergency planning. Al operating nuclear'pbwer plants in
the United States. have emergency plans. The fidelity. of these plans with, corresponding plans'
-on the federal, state and. local levels is tested at least once every two years by both NRC and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).' The plans vary from community to
community 'depending on.the resources and decisions of state and local authorities. School
children within:the 10-mile emergehcy planning zone'(EPZ) around some nuclear plants will be

~' ' euated to schools outside the EPZ in event of an accident School children within 'the EPZ.
for other nuclear plants will be evacuated to response centers.

Prior to September II, the emergency pians were readily available on the NRC's .website.
Parents could access. the emergency'plans for their specific cbmmunity and see what protective
ieasures would. be taken for- their children if an accident happened during the schobl day.

Emergency plans were included in the information 'pulled fom the public arena .following.
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Septeiber 11. Several parents in New York, New Hampshire,'and Massachusetts called me
this past January complaining that no one would tell them how their children would be protected
following a successful terrorist attack on the nuclear plant in their backyards. I called Mrs.
Patricia Norry, the NRC's DeDuty Executive Direct6r for Management Services. Mrs..Norry
explained that the public did not need access to emergency plans forthir-commnities
because it was suficient that federal, state, and local authorities could access the plans if
needed. This attitude is the 21t century equivalent of Marie Antoinette's "Let them eat cake"
rejoinder. It does little to'enhance public confidence in the NRC or reassure people that they are
being adequately protected.

The NRC must restore the public's access to emergency planning nfornation. If details within
the emergency plans are so explicit that terrorists contemplating attacks against nucear plants
would leam too much, the NRC should provide the public with basic information on What to-do
when the emergency sirens wail. Lack of responsible NRC communication nov could severely
impede state and local officials- in evenf of a nuclear plant accident by flooding them with calls
from concemed parents seeking the whereabouts of their children and clogging roadways with
caravans of parents trying to locate their children.

The NRC, state and local authorities have vital roles protecting public health and safety. These
roles became more visIble following after September 11 as public concern over potential targets
grew. Unfortunate'ly, the NRC's inactions fanned the flames of fear when responsible actons
may have suppressed them. They could have continued security tests to provide tangible
evidence of adequate preparedness. Instead, they' cancelled the fourteen tests that were

* scheduled. They could have pro-actively comrriunicated with-the public about nuclear plant
security. Instead they opted' to "duck and cover" They could have pointed to the emergency
plans developed to protect the public in event.of a nuclear plant accident. Instead, they chose to
hide.the emergency plans. Consequently, state and local authorities had to shoulder more of the
burden because of the NRC's absence.

Any damage to the public psyche has already been done. The NRC must begin the healing
process by resuming security tests at nuclear power'plants, communicating responsibly'with the
public about nuclear plant security matters, and by providing the public with the information it
uneeds regarding.emergency plans. AJI of these measures could be accomplished within the.
NRC's .existing FY2002 and FY2003 budgets..

To help the.NRC progress along ihis path, the Congress could expand the scope of a report
currently submitted to it each month bythe agency. These monthly reports were initiated in the
Fiscaf Year (FY) 1999-Energy and Water.Devetopment Appropriatons Act, Sente Report 105-
206. The FY 2002 Energy and Water Development.Appropnations Act House Report 107-258.
directed the NRC to continue the reports. These reports provide the status on a range of NRC
-activities and-could. easily be expanded to include security tests performed at nuclear power
plants, communications to. the public on' nuclear plant security ratters, and availability of
emergency planning information.

- . behalf of UCS, I wish to thank the Committee for conducting this hearing on nuclear plant
security and for consideririg our views on the matter. _
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